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Pay Attention to THIS:
As a real estate investor, imagine if you could write a single 500 word article, put it online 
and make $10,000 - $20,000 a month for the next three years.  Writing internet articles that 
generate leads for a business has been around since the early 90s, but today changes in the 
industry have made it easier than ever for a beginning writer to make six figures a year 
working from home by writing online articles. Today we will talk about how to make an 
extra $1,000 - $2,000 a week by writing short 500 word articles, we will go over websites to 
use so that clients can hire you, how to make sure you get paid top dollar and the exact five 
step formula that me and my clients use to write these articles in les than 30 minutes and 
make $100 - $300 per hour.  By the time you're done here you'll have everything you need 
to get your first paycheck in the next 3 hours.
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What you will be doing:
Writing short, engaging content for clients
You will build your SEO and (copy) writing skillz 
You will be able to create content that ranks and generates LEADS
Then we pick Target companies to run our tests with and develop ROI
Keep repeating until we have enough to buy/acquire and run EQUITY plays 

Write better and you'll read better, absorb better and BE better
“This is one of the most urgent problems for civilized man. He has created civilization to 
give himself security. Security for what? For boredom? His chief problem seems to be that 
most human beings need a certain amount of challenge, of external stimulus, to stop them 
from sinking into the blank stare and blank consciousness of the idiot.”  
- Colin Wilson, New Pathways in Psychology 
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10 Place to Find Jobs:
Fiverr - Upwork - Guru - Elance - Contra - Search ADs - Organic results - LikedIn 
Groups - FB groups for X - FB ads posters - CL ads/gigs   
BigReia.com - Badass Stuff...

This is YOUR time, take the world, like Apple said:
“Here’s to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. The troublemakers. The round 
pegs in the square holes. The ones who see things differently. They’re not fond of 
rules, and they have no respect for the status-quo. You can quote them, disagree 
with them, glorify, or vilify them. But the only thing you can’t do is ignore them. 
Because they change things. They push the human race forward. And while some 
may see them as the crazy ones, we see genius. Because the people who are 
crazy enough to think they can change the world, are the ones who do.” 
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The Article Algorithm (Five Paragraph Plan: sentence by sentence)
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Quick lesson on Compliance 
(Copy) Curve, Five Crowds and 
Storytelling for Gaining 
Compliance.

(the article triggers this)
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Understanding
The Five Crowds Principle

Strangers Not Stranger
(Potential Lead)

Lead
Potential Client

Transaction
(Client)

Fanbase
(77)

Each stage has it's own maturity process and detailed (More/Better):
Drawings
Checklists
Scripts
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The Five Crowds defined by...
The Five Stages of Awareness
The Five Stories of Compliance
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The Five Stages of Awareness and Five Stories
Unawareness - Share Story of Hero (Origin)  
Aware of Problem - Share Story of Pain and Solution  
Aware of Solution - Share Story of Shortcut, Secrets and Product Parts
Aware of Product - Share Story of Successes, WINs and Record Breaking   
Aware of Fanbase - Share Progress of Movement and Opportunity to Experience

Superhero Transformation: What  MOVEMENT are you leading/creating? 
"Like a Cadillac for your mouth."
Share Story of Origin. 
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"About 4-5 generations"
There's a famous story about Woody Allen meeting Mike Tyson at a dinner party and asking: 
"What would it take for me to look like you?"
Iron Mike looked Woody Allen up and down and answered: 
"About 4-5 generations."
Allen then joked that it would be great it would be great if he could just take a pill.  These are two 
powerful ideas.  First, the idea being that one can be so far from a goal that it will take them several 
lifetimes to reach it and second that a magic pill could do the work for you.  Tyson was obviously joking, 
but the process of changing one's income class really does take generations.  
The top 1% = $30,000/month  
Nearly everybody in America who make $30,000/month (that is the threshold for the top 1%) was born 
there and has been there for generations.  To get in that group is nearly impossible and for those that do 
rise income class to get to the 1% usually takes:
Over 150 years ("About 4-5 generations.")
At BigReia.com we are providing the world's clearest instructions on creating a passive income of 
$30,000/month.  BigReia.com is the magic pill that can save you centuries.
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Passion - People - Problem - Pain/Pissed Off - Purpose
I'm in love with helping real estate investors get more motivated seller leads for free, without 
spending any more money... every smart real estate investor should have a passive income of at 
least $10,000 a month.

People - Problem: I help real estate investors get motivated seller leads.

Identify: As a real estate investor I was always out of business until my next closing, I was so sick 
and tried of the inconsistency that I always had that pit-in-the-stomach feeling 24/7... finally I 
learned that the secret to steady, predictable closings, paydays and income was my ability to 
generate motivated seller leads for free, now I'm on a mission to help hungry real estate investors 
use my 3 step process to create a passive income of $30,000 a month.

Five Ps of Headline Hooks (Business - solves a problem for profit.)
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Okay, that was the side lesson 
on Compliance Copy, now 
back to the article training. 
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The Article Algorithm (Five Paragraph Plan: sentence by sentence)
Hook - Context - Keyword "Thesis Statement" with 3 supports - Promise?  
Each support is the first sentence of the next paragraph, 3 supports and summary
Conclusion starts with Keyword TS again, Summary - Overall broader larger 
impact

P1

P2

P1

Intro Paragraph

Conclusion
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Just one sentence in a legal document can be the difference a real estate investor 
making a fortune or going bankrupt and ending in jail.  For hundreds of thousands of 
years people never used real estate contracts, then about about one thousand years 
ago during feudalism's dying days the Magna Carta was signed which was a major 
trigger to our real estate laws, practices and ownership rights and it is why real estate 
contracts are so important today.  Today I'm going to go over a simple way for you to 
get all the real estate contracts that a real estate will ever need all for FREE, we'll talk 
about exactly where to download them for free, how to get help on how to use them 
and how to make requests for more contracts, legal documents and other paperwork.

Real Estate Investors:
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A landlord's rental property could be worth over $10,000 more if they get paid 
through ACH. ACH, or automated clearing house, payments were started in the 
1970s as a way to avoid paperwork and was only available to big companies. 
 Thanks to technology and advancements now any landlord or individual can take 
advantage of automatic payments made directly into your bank account.  In this 
class we will talk about how landlords can set up ACH payments for automatic 
rent withdrawal, we'll go over what services and banks to use to set ACH up, 
avoiding costs and delays with ACH and then we'll address concerns about fees, 
daily limits and security. 
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Indianapolis is the only city in America that is less than one day's drive from about one 
third of the US population, it is why the state motto is "The Crossroads of America".  For 
the last 50 years the appreciation in the Indy real estate market as a whole has been non 
existent and roughly the same pace as inflation but with new developments that has 
changed and created "hot zones" within Indy, attracting investors from around the world.  
Today we will talk about investing in the Indianapolis real estate market for beginners, we 
will talk about the nine factors that make Indy attractive, how and where to find 1%-2% 
houses (and what that means) and how to look at residential versus multi family and 
commercial deals in the Indy market.  By the end of this class you'll know everything you 
need to get started investing in the Indianapolis real estate market.
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Depending on the market, as much as over 50% of MLS deals with accepted offers can fall apart 
prior to closing, as a wholesaler these numbers just go up because you're not regulated with the 
same industry standards and this is a big reason why having a good title company on your team is 
important.  Since the 1870s when title insurance was developed in America, the purpose of a title 
company is to verify the ownership of a property (the title) is correctly and legally transferred to a 
new owner during a transaction.  Today we will talk about what questions a real estate investing 
wholesaler should ask title companies to pick the best ones to work with, we'll cover exactly what 
questions to ask title companies, how to know your title company is good for wholesaling and 
real estate investors in general and the specific role your title company will play in closings for 
wholesale real estate deals.  By the time you're done with this class you'll know everything you 
need to the best title companies in your area for real estate investors and wholesalers.
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Did you know in MOST states wholesaling real estate is not currently illegal but in at least 35 
or our 50 states real estate laws are changing regarding wholesaling?  Wholesaling has been 
around for at least hundreds of years, as long as real estate investing has been around (so 
before Twitter) but with recent availability of technology and "influencer" gurus spreading false 
information, more and more people are getting into real estate wholesaling.  If a real estate 
investor buys low and sells high, then a wholesaler buys really low and sells low to the 
investor, when this formula is not followed well problems happen.  Today we will talk about 
real estate wholesaling and why the laws are changing, we'll go over good and bad practices, 
how to spot bad wholesalers with steps to take to make sure you stay legal as a real estate 
wholesaler and I'll go over a few real life BAD examples of wholesaling practices that illustrate 
exactly why the smart real state investors welcome these law changes.
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According to Forbes, in the article "Five steps to leverage real estate to build generational 
wealth" the very top method was to use the strategy called BRRRR.  An acronym standing for 
"Buy, Rehab, Rent, Refinance and Repeat", BRRRR, as a process has been available for at least 
100 years but became very popular in the last few decades as 80% LTV refinancing has become 
normalized.  BRRRR provides an investor a way to put 20% down to acquire a property and 
then recycle the same funds and pick up several more properties without coming up with 
additional cash.  Today we will talk about the BRRRR process, the pros and cons, how to 
calculate your monthly payments and cash flow situation as well as a real life example that we 
are closing on later this week.  By the end of this class you'll understand every step of hte 
BRRRR process and you'll see a real life example that you can model after. 
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This is a step by step guide to how to jump start your car, first we'll go over the tools 
you need, then how to safely connect your cables and lastly how to start your car 
correctly and make sure the batter is outputting the right voltage. 

Today we will discuss the differences between veneers and lumineers, we will talk 
about the the costs, permanent "no going back" choices and the tooth and gum health 
concerns you should have before choosing.   

This article will explain how to purchase your first firearm for protection, discussed 
below will be a beginner's introduction to the basics of different gun types, how to 
choose the best gun for you and your family and a downloadable and printable safety 
checklist for buying and storing your first gun.
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Stranger

Fanbase

Lead Gen

Convert and 
Compliance

Nurture

Attract and 
Ascend

What you are REALLY doing 
with your Compliance Dialog 
(in print)
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Now a HOOK is developed:
Not just "I'm a freelance writer" or a "copywriter", don't even use those words
"I write articles and helpful consumer guides to help real estate investors get more motivated 
seller leads from the internet searches."
Use the same 5 Ps
In summary:
Use our formula to generated leads and clients with Article formula - Write just ONE 
sentence and get done in less than a half hour - Develop deep relationship with clients you 
want EQUITY with - 5 Ps and making HOOKS that stick - Exactly how to define an audience 
and their benefits - The Five Crowds and moving people through them - Attract and Ascend 
Levers - The Compliance Copy Crash Course - HOOK Training - and all kinds of other badass 
stuff... got to BigReia.com for the best Social Mobility training on the planet.
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